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Novopay is a new-age fintech with a transformational goal 
of financial inclusion for the next billion. Today over 3 million 
customers walk into our 1.4 Lakh retail networks for 
banking and payments transactions.  

Novopay Banking solutions powers some of the largest 
banking and financial institutions in lending and payments. 
Over 10,000 Crores of AUM is managed on our lending 
platforms. We power over 20,000+ BC points for 
payments. 

World’s Top 50 Most 
Innovative Companies 

Mar 2015

Top Payments Tech Minicorn 
Jan 2020

Best Technology Company for 
Fintech Solutions 

Dec 2020



Your Goal:
All in one solution 

Open platform with services to choose 

Quick Time to market

We have you covered ✓



Digital Lending 

For the vast majority of 
lenders the rapidly 
accelerating lending 
landscape is a threat to 
their business volumes.

Lending has changed in the last decade. Standard 
lending processes are undergoing unprecedented 
changes. 

Loan volumes are increasing as innovations in lending 
has led to newer loan products and newer customer 
segments

Legacy concepts of consistent and stable cash flows or 
solid assets are fading and giving way to flow based 
lending and alternate credit scoring mechanisms

New lending players are cherry-picking new segments 
and reinventing the lending process from ground up.

The sunk cost of investing in 
heavy legacy systems does 
not enable them to be nimble 
footed in the market to 
capture new segments.

For some innovative banks and lenders this is not a threat at 
all. They rather see such market change as an opportunity. 
They are taking fresh approach to their lending infrastructure 
and adopting to change. 


Novopay digital lending solution enables you to be 
current in the market without worrying to change 
their current lending infrastructure. Our solution 
enables you to enter new customer segments 
without worrying about adaptability of your 
technology infrastructure. 



The fresh approach to lending

Instead of physical application forms and manual process, smart 
lenders are adopting digital onboarding workflows. 

Instead of looking to upgrade legacy systems and incur sunk 
technology costs, they are adopting to open technology 
frameworks, SaaS and cloud models to reduce time to market

Instead of traditional models of customer acquisition, they are 
adopting to open frameworks like OCEN to get access to large 
pool of borrowers via partnership models

Instead of traditional credit scoring mechanisms they are adopting 
to alternate credit modelling based on flow based information and 
leveraging artificial intelligence and machine learning frameworks

Simpler, Faster and Scalable way Novopay lending solutions has got 
you covered. 

Omni channel digital onboarding of customers with 
video KYC and India Stack

Onboarding

Flexible LOS

Scalable and robust LOS and LMS system geared up 
for new-age lending

Flow based lending
Spearhead your lending program into the MSME 
segment with OCEN enabled flow based lending 

Collection management system

Enhance your collection ratios, manage your 
collection agents and enable multi mode payments

Workflow, Rule Engine and AI

Robust micro finance lending platform covering the 
entire micro finance lending workflow
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Onboarding

Digital KYC and RPA 
workflows to onboard 
customers for all your 
products

Web Portal

Mobile App

Own Workforce

Credit Officers

Direct Selling Agents

Lead Generators

Alliance Partners




Multi channel onboarding

Significantly enhance your conversion ratios with integrated end-to-
end lead and customer onboarding 

Channel fungibility to allow onboarding originated in one channel 
to be completed in another. 

Manage all your in-house and external agents and credit officers 
on one single platform. Set their targets, manage incentives and 
measure their performance

RBI compliant Digital and video KYC solution for KYC and RPA 
driven flows to quickly implement onboarding flows for different 
lending products

Onboard customers instantly
Onboard prospective customers 
from any channel. 

Leverage Digital KYC and RPA driven onboarding 
flows both on your website and mobile app.

Web and App Onboarding

Own Workforce

Robust Agent application with inbuilt workforce 
management to streamline your workforce

Alliances and Partners
OCEN driven platform to onboard your alliances and 
partners and seamlessly integrate into their system

Lead Generators / Connectors

Tie up with industry groups / local area network to 
generate leads flow

Direct Selling Agents

Integrate your external DSA’s into the workforce 
management platform and control their process
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Digital KYC
Digital KYC and RPA 
workflows to onboard 
customers for all your 
products

Web Portal

Mobile App

Own Workforce

Direct Selling Agents

Alliance Partners




Onboarding and KYC
Keep human intervention in KYC 
process to the minimal

Enhance your customer experience with RBI compliant Digital and 
Video KYC powered by India Stack  

Speed up your customer acquisition process by automating 
identity verification and validation. 

Compatible on web, android and iOS and works efficiently in low 
network environments. 

AI powered document scanning for document identification and 
validation

Enhance customer 
engagement experience with 
digital identity and KYC



Digital Onboarding

Complete your customer 
onboarding instantly with Video 
KYC, India stack and no code 
workflows

Video KYC

RBI compliant hybrid 
solution for video KYC 
integrating Artificial 
Intelligence and human 
experts

Aadhaar

Biometric and OTP based 
Aadhaar eKYC. Offline 
verification of Aadhaar and 
Aadhaar Secure QR code

Document Scan

Scanning of of onboarding 
documents for cross 
verification and data 
extraction

Custom Workflows

Low code framework to build 
custom workflows for 
onboarding, upsell/cross sell 
and customer services

KYC on website, app, branches, or 
via your agents. We have it covered



Face and video ID in 3 Simple Steps

Hybrid approach to Digital KYC to 
achieve 95% accuracy

Extract data and image from Id Card. Conduct 
forgery checks and deduplication checks. 

Data and image Extraction

No Repudiation

Liveness checks and recording of video message for 
non repudiation and avoid spoofing

Matching

Matching of image in ID with face recording using 
robust AI algorithm for 95% accuracy. 
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You don’t need an app to do 
Video KYC. Just a web link on 
Sms or WhatsApp

Integrating artificial intelligence and human power for 
KYC approval, audit and fraud detection

Twice the Power

High Accuracy

Human experts for correcting boundary cases 
increases accuracy to 95%

Multiple ID Support

Currently support Aadhaar and PAN for identity 
verification. Can enhance the platform for other 
identity documents
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Document management and eSign

Builtin light weight document 
management system

Support for any document format such as Pdf, XML, 
Images etc. 

Flexible

Flexibility in signature placement

Place eSigns on each page of the document or at 
pre defined locations. 

Multiple verification support

Aadhaar verification via Biometric, Iris or by SMS OTP. 
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Digitally process your loan 
agreement with inbuilt eSign 
capability

Document repository

Secure light weight document management system 
to store signed documents
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Integrated RPA

Build onboarding forms on the fly 
for different products

Configurable rules and forms to be deployed on your 
web and mobile applications

Flexible

API based integration

API driven integration of UI flows with LOS for fast 
integration

Agile and Scalable

Bring agility to an ever changing need of your 
customers. Modify your flows in weeks and not months
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Build custom onboarding flows 
for different loan types / 
different customer base

Build once Integrate everywhere

Integrate the UI flows into all your customer facing 
applications; Web, App, Agent Apps and Partner 
Apps
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Heading

UI Elements

Full Name

Email

Text Box

Text Area

Date Picker

Personal Loan

Gold Loan Other Loans

Consumer Durable Loan



Field Force 
Management

Manage your field force for 
higher efficiency and 
productivity. 

Web Portal

Mobile App

Own Workforce

Credit Officers

Direct Selling Agents

Lead Generators

Alliance Partners




Field Force management and automation

Increase your field force's 
productivity by monitoring & 
tracking their performance 

Analytics and 
reporting
Monitor, analyse & improve the 
productivity of the entire field 
force 

Task Management

Manage tasks & KPI's for your 
agents

Attendance
Mark your attendance while 
logging in & logging off from 
work.

Reimbursements 
Manage the complete 
reimbursement process by 
submitting bills digitally

Incentives
Setup incentive rules based on 
KPI's & manage payouts

Track performance of each 
employee on their task 
achievements

Performance

Enhance business and service 
efficiency by managing your 
field force

Configure and setup your branches and organisation 
hierarchies. Set roles and permissions

Automatic task generation and assignment based on 
pre-configured triggered events

Performance and reporting can be tracked at each level 
of your organisation structure

Inbuilt gaming such as leaderboards, top performers for 
each month to drive motivation



Setup your entire organisation structure

Configure your entire organisation 
structure including external agents 

Manage and measure field 
force productivity at each level

Setup your entire organisation hierarchy right from your 
head office all the way to a branch level.  

Analytics and dashboards visible at each level of 
hierarchy allowing for faster decision making 

Setup roles and and access control at each level of 
allowing for complete visibility and tighter control

Easy onboarding of new Employees and Agents onto the 
platform by the administrator

Create employees, 
assign to offices and 
add roles to employees

The system is configured for 
standard industry 
permissions. Configure 
them for your needs

Setup your DSA’s 
and their agents, 
connector on one 
platform. 



Easy to use Agent Application for managing the day

Comprehensive lending app for 
agents and credit officers

Manage your tasks, journey plans 
with comprehensive geo-tracking

Manage your daily tasks easily and efficiently. Create 
your own tasks and improve efficiency. 

Easy to use dashboards for agents to know their 
progress on their plans and tasks

A comprehensive route planning for each day that is 
aligned with daily tasks.

Integrated onboarding flows for customer onboarding, 
KYC and credit appraisal. Flows enabled as per role.



Web Portal

Mobile App

Own Workforce

Credit Officers

Direct Selling Agents

Lead Generators

Alliance Partners


Performance 
Incentives and 
Field force 
management
Manage your field force 
efficiently and improve their 
productivity across all lending 
activities. Geo tracking, geo 
tagging and visibility.



Flexible task creation and management

Set up focussed tasks for your agents 
and enhance productivity

Automatic and manual task 
creation for agents. 

Generate automatic tasks for your agents based on 
events and triggers from your system.

Managers can allocate and view tasks for their agents / 
regions / zone. Ability to bulk upload tasks. 

Ability for your agents to create tasks and get approval. 
Ability to capture notes and customer comments

Easy Analytics and dashboards for managers to monitor 
task completions and productivity. 



Journey Plans to streamline work

Easily create daily journey plans with 
simple UI interface.

Managers and agents can create 
daily, weekly and monthly plans

Managers can create journey plans for agents under his/
her territory and get complete accountability from agents. 

Managers can allocate / reallocate tour plans to other 
agents with ability to capture notes for reallocation

Ability for agents to  create their Tour Journey plans and 
get approval from their managers. 

Automatically creates a route plan based on the set 
journey plan and tracks agent activities. 



Comprehensive target setting and performance management

Achieve 100% from your agents 
with targets and performance

Set targets and track performance 
at each level

Managers can setup key performance indicators for 
different roles / Agents

Dashboard for each manager to monitor and track 
performance against targets and derive actionable insights

Setup contests and campaigns to drive motivation. 
Publish leaderboards and achievers.

Managers can setup daily, weekly and monthly targets 
along with the Daily Journey Plans. Targets are rolled up. 

Trip Report

Collection MIS

Progress MTD

Kudos Nagaraj!

98%
Your performance score for this 
month is

71%
Collected Amount

/ ₹ 3,50,0002,50,000₹

89%
Collections (MTD)

/ 10089

Dashboard



STP Loan 
origination

Reduce complexity of your 
loan origination process with 
straight through processing 

Web Portal

Mobile App

Own Workforce

Credit Officers

Direct Selling Agents

Lead Generators

Alliance Partners




When your company interfaces your customer for a loan, 
a chain of events set off to fulfil your customers needs. 
For a delightful customer experience, all these events 
have to be processed digitally and reduce human 
involvement to the least. 

Reduce complexity

Straight Through Processing

“

”

Typically information about the 
loan recorded triggers a series 
of checks and reviews. 
Validation of these are reviews, 
and checks require a high level 
of human interaction 

Humans, errors, delays. That is 
expensive



Web Portal

Mobile App

Own Workforce

Credit Officers

Direct Selling Agents

Lead Generators

Alliance Partners


Loan Origination 
System

Reduce the risk of defaults 
and improve operational 
efficiency across all lending 
activities



Robust and scalable LOS

Robust LOS system to manage 
application stages in easy steps

BPMN driven loan application 
process flow to handle different 
products
Flexible loan processing workflow based on BPMN. Easily 
configurable workflows and loan processing stages.

Ability to handle multiple roles, configure maker-checker 
flows including contact point verifications and reference 
checks. 

Easy product setup and configuration. Ability to configure 
collaterals and manage workflows. 

Flexibility to configuring reports, generate letters/memos, 
loan application forums and loan agreement



Configurable Workflows

Just because it's automation, 
does not mean it's rigid.

 Configurable work flows for loan 
applications to handle every scenario.

Workflow engine supports building custom lending 
sequences for different scenarios


Organise these sequence of operations according to your 
needs and customer base


Set risk tolerances for each of the workflows and funnel 
out the ‘marginal’ customer for further scrutiny

Manage your risks appropriately while allowing ‘main 
stream’ customers the TAT they deserve


Move away from a ‘one process fits all’ and enhance 
customer experience to increase business volume



Data driven credit scorecard development
Don’t allow judgements to cloud credit 
decisions. Allow your data to speak.

Develop scientific credit scorecard 
for credit scoring of customers

Exploratory data analysis to understand the features that 
influence credit decisioning


Transform data using Weight of Evidence and determine the 
strength of grouping and build the right groups


Measure ‘Information Value’ for each of the groups (bins) for all 
data points to assess predictive power


Fit machine learning model on the data bins and scale the model 
into developing a score card.




Rule Engine for each workflow
Automate your eligibility criteria by 
defining business rules

Rule based credit decisions for fast 
approvals.

Configure and setup business rules for each of the workflows 
for eligibility.


Incorporate own credit scores as well as bureau scores for 
smoother decision process


Use rule engine results to make loan offer decisions such as max 
loan amount, or differential interest.


Get end to end visibility into your lending process and approve / 
reject applications in minutes.



AI workbench for model development and deployment
AI for processing alternate data for 
credit decisioning and scoring

Process any number of data points for 
credit decisions

Process hundreds of data points for collected for credit 
decisioning for a more accurate default prediction


Neural network based AI architecture to ingest numeric and 
categorical data for assessing default probabilities


Visual AI workbench enabling you to model your own data. No 
need to understand coding


One-click deployment of AI models into production infrastructure. 
Giving the power back to you


Much more efficient than scorecards as it does not rely on 
discrete bins. Enhanced learning efficiency. 




AI workbench for model development and deployment
AI for processing alternate data for 
credit decisioning and scoring

Process any number of data points for 
credit decisions

Process hundreds of data points collected for credit decisioning 
for a more accurate default prediction


Neural network based AI architecture to ingest numeric and 
categorical data for assessing default probabilities


Visual AI workbench enabling you to model your own data. No 
need to understand coding


One-click deployment of AI models into production infrastructure. 
Giving the power back to you


Much more efficient than scorecards as it does not rely on 
discrete bins. Enhanced learning efficiency. 




Collection 
Management

Improve collections and 
collection efficiency. 
Leverage Novopay’s Cash 
Management Network for 
collection efficiency

Own Workforce

Collection Agents




Improve your loan collection efficiency 
with multi mode collections and 
dashboard.

Collection Allocation
Allocate collections to your  
organisation and your collection 
agents.

Task Management

Manage tasks, KPI's & 
attendance for your agents

Collection Settlement
Settle payments to lender 
accounts and conduct 
reconciliation

Manage end to end cash based 
collections. Use Novopay retail 
network for settlement.

Analytics and 
Reporting

Manage collections better, 
manage your collection agents 
and get complete control on your 
collection process.

Collection App  
for agents

Comprehensive app for Collection 
agents. Ensure no collection is 
missed and enhance productivity.

Cash Management

Fully integrated collection management system



Enhance your collection agent 
efficiency with built in agent 
management

Leverage Novopay’s 1.5 Lakh retailer network for 
cash and collection management

Our cash collection network spans 400+ districts and 
covers 70% of pincodes in the country

Enable your customers to directly make repayments 
in cash at our retailer network OR your agent can 
deposit bulk collections for the day

Collection management system will settle all cash 
payments on T + 1.

Leverage our collection network for cash management

1,40,000 retailers and 

Presence in 11,000 

Cover 400+ districts

4M txns $1.5b GMV month



Adapters, integrations and payment

For the vast majority of 
lenders the rapidly 
accelerating lending 
landscape is a threat to 
their business volumes.

Integrations into all the credit bureau including 
Highmark, CIBIL, Equifax etc.

Payment integrations for UPI, eNACH, UPI Collect and 
Payment gateway integrations with PG providers. 

Legacy concepts of consistent and stable cash flows or 
solid assets are fading and giving way to flow based 
lending and alternate credit scoring mechanisms

New lending players are cherry-picking new segments 
and reinventing the lending process to from ground up.

The sunk cost of investing in 
heavy legacy systems does 
not enable them to be nimble 
footed in the market to 
capture new segments.

For some innovative banks and lenders this is not a threat at 
all. They rather see such market change as an opportunity. 
They are taking fresh approach to their lending infrastructure 
and adopting to change. 


Novopay digital lending solution enables you to be 
current in the market without worrying to change 
their current lending infrastructure. Our solution 
enables you to enter new customer segments 
without worrying about adaptability of your 
technology infrastructure. 



Thank 
You!

The information contained in these documents is confidential, privileged and 
only for the information of the intended recipient and cannot be used, 
published or redistributed without the prior written consent of Novopay 
Solutions Private Ltd.

novopaybanking.com

Prashanth Narayan

Head, Sales and Marketing


prashanth@novopay.in

+919987318784

http://www.novopaybanking.com
mailto:prashanth@novopay.in
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